A triangle-free graph is maximal if the addition of any edge creates a triangle. For n ~> 5, we show there is an n-node m-edge maximal triangle-free graph if and only if it is complete bipartite or 2n-5<<.m<<.L(n-1)2/4J+l. A diameter 2 graph is minimal if the deletion of any edge increases the diameter. We show that a triangle-free graph is maximal if and only if it is minimal of diameter 2.
Introduction
In general, we follow the notation and terminology of [5] , the main exceptions being that the graph G=(V,E) has n=] Vb nodes and m=lEI edges. We also say G is an (n, m) graph and has order n and size m.
A maximal triangle-free (MTF) graph G has no triangles but the addition of any new edge creates a triangle. For example, the complete bipartite graph with node classes of orders a and b, here written K2 [a,b] , is MTF (see Fig. 1 ). Since it is connected, an n-node MTF graph has at least n-1 edges. Tur~in [-9] showed that any n-node triangle-free graph has at most [_n2/4J edges. Since the n-node graphs K2[I, n--1] and K2 [-Ln/2 J, r n/27] have n-1 and L n2/4j edges, respectively, these bounds are sharp.
However, for some values of n and m with n-l<m<LnZ/4J, there are no n-node m-edge MTF graphs. For example, no MTF graph has 6 nodes and exactly 6 edges.
Section 3 answers the question: For which values of n and m are there (n,m) MTF 9raphs?
The diameter of a graph is the maximum distance between any two nodes. A graph of diameter 2 is minimal if removing any edge increases the diameter. All the graphs in Fig. 1 are also minimal graphs of diameter 2 (MD2). Section 4 partially answers the question: For which values of n and m are there (n, m) MD2 9raphs?
MTF graphs and MD2 graphs
Theorem 1 shows that all MTF graphs are MD2. Fig. 2 shows a MD2 graph that is not MTF. So the set of MTF graphs forms a proper subset of the set of MD2 graphs.
Theorem 1. A triangle-free 9raph is MTF if and only if it is MD2.
Proof (necessity) . Let G be an MTF graph. If u, ve V and d(u, v)> 2, then the edge uv could be added without forming a triangle. So the distance between any pair of nodes in G is at most 2 and thus G has diameter 2. Now suppose that an edge uv is deleted from G and the resulting graph G-uv also has diameter 2. Then there must be a path of length two between u and v in G-uv. This path together with uv forms a triangle in G. But G is triangle-free; so G is MD2.
Proof(sufficiency). Let G be a triangle-free MD2 graph. Suppose the edge uv is added to G. Since G is MD2 and there is no path of length I between u and v, there must be a path of length two between u and v in G. This path together with uv forms a triangle inG+uv. So GisMTF.
[]
The size of MTF graphs
For the purpose of this study, we need to define a family of nonbipartite MTF graphs which generalizes the 5-cycle C5. Let p,q,r,s, and t be positive integers. The graph Cs[p,q,r,s,t] on p+q+r+s+t nodes has V partitioned into five subsets P, Q, R, S, T, with p, q, r, s, t nodes, respectively, having edges between all pairs of nodes in P and Q, in Q and R ..... and in T and P with no other edges (see Fig. 3 ). Then Cs [ p, q, r, s, t] has pq +qr + rs+st + tp edges, is triangle-free, and is maximal because adding any edge creates a triangle.
The result in Theorem 2 follows from Murty [7, 8] . In [7] the Petersen graph is not on the list of extremal examples; [8] corrects this. Later Harary and Tindell [6] determined the structural characterization of the minimal 2-connected graphs of diameter 2. For completeness we present a new proof of the result here.
Theorem 2. Every n-node 2-connected diameter two graph has at least 2n-5 edges.
Proof. Let G =(V, E) be an n-node 2-connected diameter two graph with m edges. Le! 6 = 6(G) be the minimum degree of G. Since G is 2-connected, 6/> 2. Also if 6 >_-4, then m ~ 6n/2 >~ 2n. So we are left to dispose of the cases when 6 is either 2 or 3.
Case 1:6 = 2, Let v~ V be adjacent to only w and x. Since G has diameter two, each node in V-{w,x} must be adjacent to either w or x or both. Let A c_ V--{ w, ~! be the set of nodes adjacent to w but not to x. Let B~_ V-{w,x} be the set of nodes adjacent to both w and x (note that v~B). Let C~_ V-{w,x} be the set of nodes adjacent to x but not to w. These three sets are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Since A, B, and
2-connected, the induced subgraph on V-{x} must be connected and hence has at least n-2 edges. So 
m)IE(x,B)I+IE(x, C)I+IE(V--{x})[)IB[+[CI+n-2=Zn--4.

m ) IE(w,A)I + IE(w,B)I + [E(x,B)I + I E(x, C)I + IE(AuBwC)I
Case 2:6 = 3. Let vE V be adjacent to only w, x, and y. Since G has diameter two, each node of V-{v, w, x, y} must be adjacent to at least one of w, x or y (see 
m= l rd(v)+d(w)+d(x)+d(y)+ ~ d(u) )513+n-l+3(n-4)1=2n-5" [] Z, L u¢s
In the next theorem we completely answer the interpolation question for MTF graphs. Proof (necessity). Let G be an (n,m) MTF graph. If G is bipartite, then it must be complete bipartite for otherwise an edge may be added without creating a triangle.
Since K2[k,n-k] has n nodes and k(n-k) edges, we have m=k(n-k) for some k.
Now let G be a nonbipartite MTF graph. Since G is triangle-free and nonbipartite, it has at least one induced chord-free odd cycle C with length k>~5. Each node in V-C can be adjacent to at most (k-1)/2 nodes in C for otherwise it would be adjacent to both nodes of an edge in C forming a triangle. Further since it is triangle-free, TurS.n's theorem [9] shows there are at most L(n-k)2/4J edges in the induced subgraph on V-C. Therefore,
m=[E(C)[+[E(V-C, C)I+IE(V-C)I<~k +(n-k)(k-1)/2 +L (n-k)Z/4 J
Theorem 2 showed that every 2-connected MD2 graph has at most 2n-5 edges. Since the only n-node 1-connected MD2 graph is K2 [1, n-1] and Theorem 1 showed every MTF graph is MD2, we have that m >~ 2n-5. 
Proof (sufficiency)
.
Then t >~m--2n+ 5-m+ 2n--4=q and t=f(s)+ l-(m-2n+ 5)<~f(s)+ l-f(s-1)
=n-3-2s. 
Let r=n-3--s-t. Then r=n-3-s-t>~n-3-s-(n-3-2s)=s>>-l.
Minimal graphs of diameter 2
Simon and Murty (see [1] ) conjectured that every n-node MD2 graph has at most Ln2/4j edges. Fan [2] proved the conjecture for n~<24 and n=26. Ffiredi [3] proved it for n>no where no is 'a tower of twos of height about 1014'. He further proved that n > no, an n-node nonbipartite MD2 graph has at most L(n-1)2/4A + 1 edges. It is interesting that this bound is the same as upper bound for the size of a nonbipartite MTF graph given in Theorem 2 even though the requirements for Ffiredi's bound are both weaker in that the graph need only by MD2 and stronger in that there must be a 'vastly huge number' of nodes. The (6, 8) graph in Fig. 2 shows that the condition n > no is necessary and that the smallest possible value of no is at least 6.
Ffiredi [3] proved that only a finite number of n-node nonbipartite MD2 graphs have more than (n-1)2/4+ 1 edges. This is an example of such a "superdense" nonbipartite MD2 graph. An exhaustive search reveals that the only superdense nonbipartite MD2 graph with 10 or fewer nodes is the one shown above. So Fiiredi's finite number seems to be 1. Theorem 3 shows that a superdense nonbipartite MD2 graph cannot be triangle-free.
We may now use Theorems 1 and 3, and Ffiredi's result on nonbipartite graphs to give an analogue of Theorem 3 for MD2 graphs. We do not know of any superdense graph except the (6, 8) graph given in Fig. 2 . Do there exist other n-node MD2 graphs with more than L(n-1)2/4/+ 1 edges?
